


Strategy
Position Good Humor ice cream as the  

ULTIMATE COMFORTING POWER
by demonstrating its various applications in  

EXTREME UNCOMFORTABLE  
situations.

Diagnose feelings of sadness, frustration or discomfort and  
use different Ice Cream bars as the Prescription. 
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Big Idea
Prescription: Ice Cream 



Website Design
A WebMD approach to ice cream! 

The website will include various tools and 
metrics to help every visitor find the perfect 

solution to their uncomfortable situation.
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THE SUNDAY CONE
The Sunday Cone turns feelings of doubt or 
hesitancy into pure, unequivocal confidence. 
One bite of this bad boy and any worries or 

concerns you might have will run and hide from 
you and your new-found crunch companion.

Recommended use:
One cone before and/or after any interview, 

presentation, or spelling bee.

Function Example:
Hover the mouse over each treat to view the unique 

qualities of the ice cream bar and how it is specifically 
suited to the needs of the patient.



Not-so-Serious (90 seconds)
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VO: (Deep, serious manly voice).

Every year, billions of people suffer from non life-threatening situations.
Although completely harmless, these complications do present a very not-so-
serious threat to humanity.

Restless tired-hungry syndrome, kinda grumpy/sad-but really just having a bad 
day disorder, and oh-my-freaking-heck thats my third speeding ticket this 
month disease.

These problems, and so many more just like them plaguing people today, 
People like Jerry, Karen, the guy from full house, that guy, and that other guy.

You too may be experiencing some, if not all of these symptoms— but don’t 
give up, there’s hope.

Since 1920 Good Humor has fought hard against the feelings of uneasiness 
and discomfort felt by all, by bringing joy, peace and a heck of a lot of Ice 
Cream to millions of people across the globe.

Their tireless efforts supply a remedy to all of the frustration and disgust.

So talk to your not-doctor friends today about buying a bar from Good Humor, 
and you too can feel confident again.

Also, download our vending machine finder app now, and find the solution to 
every one of your non-life-threatening, albeit really uncomfortable, problems.

(Said fast)
Good Humor is not a licensed medical agency nor do they have any 
experience prescribing real medication, they just make ice cream. Do not eat 
too many good humor ice cream bars at once, you may experience feelings of 
fullness, or extreme satisfaction. Other common side effects are: brain freezes, 
sticky hands, the lack-of-a-garbage-can-to-throw-the-wrapper-away-in, and joy.

Visuals: (Tone and Feeling)

Classic desaturated medication commercial shots of individuals and groups of 
people looking sad, depressed, and frustrated. See this video for tone and feel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1csbLEZLh8 (but more over the top).

Visual representations of each of these situations described.
(use any opportunity to put Good Humor ice cream stands, trucks or products 
nonchalantly into the ad)

Shots of random people, then the guy from full house.

More shots of symptoms. (very over the top)

Shots of Good Humor employees in factories and offices.
Shots of Ice Cream, but shipped, opened and eaten cross the world.

Scientist looking people talking to non-scientist looking people.

Shot of man next to a another man with a shirt on that says “I ain’t no doctor.”
Then them eating ice cream bars.

People downloading app, finding ice-cream everywhere.

The “Place an Order Screen” with a list and pictures of all the flavors.

by Scott James

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1csbLEZLh8


Video

Open on man sitting on porch swing, slightly figgity.  Kids playing, and laughing in background.

ENTER man’s wife from behind, resting her hand on his shoulder

CUT TO movie theater, man from porch swing with wife and kids.  Man repositions himself 
several times, until sprawling his body over three seats and his son.  A new couple comes over 
to ask for the two extra seats.

CUT TO man being interviewed.  He shifts around, puts his feet up on the desk and his hands 
behind his head then immediately comes back to a crossed-legged position, uncrossed, then 
crosses again.

CUT TO porch swing

CUT TO an MRI test.  The man shifts around, keeps totally still for 2 seconds, then moves 
again.

CUT TO porch swing

CUT TO man in a sweatsuit at a black tie event, still shifty. A man in a tux gives him a look of 
condescension. Man raises his hand to reveal cufflinks on his sweatsuit, an uncomfortable 
smile comes onto his face while shifting in his seat

CUT TO porch swing.  He’s become very shifty now, his wife alerted, grabs the ice cream

CUT TO walking into an interview: straightens his tie, wipes a speck of chocolate off his face, 
throws the stick away before opening the interviewer’s office door

CUT TO his family laughing and cheering around a fire as he cries a tear of joy, big smile on 
his face while throwing the last sweatsuit into the fire

CUT TO porch swing

Super: Good Humor Ice-Cream: Comfort you can taste.      
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Audio

Man: “For as long as I can remember, I haven’t been comfortable.”

Wife: “It’s something we just all thought we’d have to learn to deal with.”

Wife (embarrasingly to the new couple in a hushed whisper): I’m sorry! 

Interviewer: “We’ll let you know.”

Man: “They’ve tried testing me, but...”

Nurse: “Sir? Sir! You’re going to have to stay still. The machines can’t register...
Man (after 2 seconds of stillness): My arm’s falling asleep (shifts again)

Man: “during a low period of life, I wore strictly fleece sweatsuits 24 hours a day to try to 
mitigate the discomfort”

“Now ... I’m more sure of myself. Thanks dear” (accepts ice cream)

Man: “And it’s all thanks to Good Humor ice cream” (gets choked up a little again, wife pats 
him on the shoulder with a loving smile, he is now still).

Comfortable (60 seconds) by Michael Myler


